A-CODE is an effort towards finding ways to enhance collaboration among civil society organisations that are working in different sectors, and advocating for a more pivotal role for the inclusion of the arts for social change.
Collaborating with organisations, using art & culture to raise issues of human rights

Collaborating on designed and creating a knowledge hub

Finding creative solutions towards relevant rights based issues

Illustrate & highlight the value of diversity of art, culture and heritage

Amplifying the voice of marginalised communities

Desiging creative tools to create a more positive digital society

Finding financial and non-financial resources from other relevant partners and supporters
A-CODE believes that artistic expression offers effective values and ample opportunities for discussion, criticism, knowledge, imagination, the sharing of experiences, and hope and healing; all invaluable tools for individuals and communities to imbibe into the lives they lead. The collective would deal with several important issues such as, Freedom of Expression, Social and Economic Marginalisation, Gender Inequality, Misinformation and Hate Speech, Digital Access, Internet Freedom Discrimination.
A-CODE Activities

Workshops & training on digital rights for artisan communities

Digital Rights weekly newsletter

Fellowship for creating network of 52 social innovators every year

Digital Swaraj Fellowship

A digital fellowship will be launched in the month of November, 2022
Digital literacy and data rights training through activities & gamifications

Documenting Migrants during Covid

Importance of digital inclusion and data rights workshop with folk artisans

Folk performance on digital inclusion

Publications

WEBSITE: themigrants.in
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Regular dialogue on rights based issues with experts of diverse fields

FII is publishing a series of monthly articles on misogyny any gender digital divide

Annual event of digital rights and access for marginalised

EU -CSO Consultation
EU Roadmap for civil society engagement in India

CDPP organises monthly gathering on poetry and reading with unheard writers and poets
40 young dropouts from Govandi slum in Mumbai have joined the A-CODE fellowship and are learning filmmaking, photography and other tools of artistic expression. They are also conducting training on digital and data rights among fellow community members.

Spreading awareness through the voice of the young people on topics around digital inclusion and data rights.

YKA as a fellow member is running a digital youth writers fellowship.

Researching on Increasing Cyber Crimes Threatening Digital Freedom & Rights of Women.

A Curated platform for rural storytellers.
Major Activities for next 12 months

- 2 Events on Art & Culture
- 24 DEFDialogues
- 48 TypeRight Articles
- 4 Workshops
- Network Members Meet
- 2 Webinars
- 5 Research Reports
- 4 Films
- 8 Poetry and Literature Sessions
- 100 Articles
- 40 Reels
- 5 Heritage Walks
Website
acode.defindia.org